MONTENEGRO DESTINATION
Montenegro is a small Mediterranean country, rich in history and a beautiful nature.

Montenegro is one of the smallest countries in Europe, which is perfect if you want to get to know the country and its people fully during your stay. Despite its size, Montenegro offers unbelievable scenic variety, which makes country interesting not only for beach lovers, but also for those of you who like to stay active, love culture, and enjoy exploring.

In Montenegro you can enjoy beautiful sandy beaches, cruising by the sea and lakes, go through deepest canyons (kayaking or rafting), enjoy unspoilt nature and high mountains in one of many ways: biking, hiking, jeep safari, motorbikes, horse riding. You can discover our country through one of the cultural values and in the spirit of our ancient ancestors, to feel the culture and history, which is a blend of eastern and western culture and rustic styles of construction.
Montenegro is located between 41° 52´-43° 42´ north latitude and 18°26´- 20 º 22´ east longitudes and belongs to the central Mediterranean that is Southern Europe.

To the north it borders Serbia, to the southeast Kosovo and Albania, to the south it is separated from Italy by the Adriatic Sea and to the west it borders Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina.

Area: 13.812 km²  
Population: 620 000  
Length of borders: 614 km  
Capital: Podgorica (186 000 inhabitants) – administrative and economic centre  
Royal capital: Cetinje – historical and cultural centre  
Currency: Euro  
Length of the sea coast: 293 km  
Number of beaches: 117  
Length of beaches: 52 km  
Longest beach: Velika plaža (Ulcinj) - 13 km  
Highest mountain peaks: Maja Rosit (Prokletije) - 2.524 m, Zla Kolata (Prokletije) – 2534 m. n.v.; Dobra Kolata (Prokletije)- 2528 m. n.v.; Bobotov Kuk (Durmitor) -2523 m v.n.  
Largest lake: Skadar Lake (391 m²)  
Deepest canyon: Tara (1.300 m)  
National parks: Durmitor, Biogradska gora, Skadarsko jezero, Lovćen, Prokletije  
Largest bay: the Bay of Kotor  
Climate: Continental-Mediterranean  
Average air temperature: 27.4 °C (summer)  
Maximum sea temperature: 27.1 ° C  
Average number of sunny days during the year: 240  
Swimming season: 180 days  
Sea: dark blue  
Transparency of the sea: 38-56 m  
Time zone: GTM +1  
Electrical power system: 220V/50Hz
Montenegro is connected with air traffic by a large number of European metropolis, whose length of flight is from 1h to 3h. There are two modern airports in Podgorica (12 km from the city) and Tivat (4 km from the city center).

Airlines operating at the airports of Montenegro include: Montenegro Airlines, Air Serbia, Adria Airways, Aeroflot, Turkish Airlines, Austrian Airways, Alitalia, Ryanair, Wizzair, Smart wings, EasyJet ... and during the summer and numerous charter flights. We recommend also flights from Dubrovnik (which is about 15 minutes from the border with Montenegro), and Tirana (which is about 3 h from Montenegro).
DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM/TO PODGORICA

- **BELGRADE** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
  AIR SERBIA (JU)
- **VIENNA** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
  AUSTRIAN AIRLINES (OS)
- **BRUSSELS** – RYANAIR (FR)
- **ZURICH** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
- **FRANKFURT** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
- **ISTANBUL** – TUKISH AIRLINES (TK)
- **COPENHAGEN** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
- **LONDON** – RYANAIR (FR)
- **LJUBLJANA** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES
  ADRIA AIRWAYS (JP)
- **MOSCOW** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
- **PARIS** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
- **ROME** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES (YM)
  ALITALIA (AZ)
- **BERLIN** – RYANAIR (FR)
- **BUDAPEST** – WIZZ AIR (W)
- **LONDON** – RYANAIR (FR)
- **MEMMINGEN** – WIZZ AIR (W)
- **MILAN** – WIZZ AIR (W)
- **STOCKHOLM** – WIZZ AIR (W)
- **WARSAW** – LOT POLISH AIRLINES (LO)
DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM/TO TIVAT

- **BELGRADE** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES
  AIR SERBIA

- **BRUSSELS** – RYANAIR

- **DUSSELDORF** – EUROWINGS

- **DUBAI** – FLYDUBAI

- **FRANKFURT** – LUFTHANSA

- **LILLE** – LUFTHANSA

- **LONDON GATWICK** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES
  EASYJET

- **MANCHESTER** – EASYJET

- **MUNCHEN** – LUFTHANSA

- **MOSCOW** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES

- **NAPLES** – MONTENEGRO AIRINES

- **OSLO** – NORWEFIAN AIR SHUTTLE

- **PARIS** – TRANSAVIA

- **SAMARA** – TRANSAVIA

- **SANKT PETERBURG** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES
  AEROFLOT

- **YEKATERINBURG** – MONTENEGRO AIRLINES
  AEROFLOT

- **GENEVA** – EASYJET
DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM/TO DUBROVNIK

- AMSTERDAM – EASYJET AND CROATIA AIRLINES
- ATHENS – AEGEAN AIRLINES AND CROATIA AIRLINES
- BARCELONA – VUELING AIRLINES AND NORWEGIAN AIR SHUTTLE
- BASEL – EASYJET
- BELFAST – EASYJET
- BELGRADE – AIR SERBIA
- BERGEN – NORWEGIAN AIR SHUTTLE
- BERLIN – EUROWINGS AND EASYJET
- BIRMINGHAM – TUI AIRWAYS AND JET2.COM
- BORDEAUX – VOLOTEA
- BRISTOL – TUI AIRWAYS AND EASYJET
- BRUSSELS – TUI AIRLINES BELGIUM AND BRUSSELS AIRLINES
- COLOGNE – EUROWINGS
- COPENHAGEN – CORENDON AIRLINES EUROPE, NORWEGIAN AIR AND SAS
- DEAUVILLE – TUI AIRLINES BELGIUM
- DONCASTER – TUI AIRWAYS
- DUBLIN – CELLO AVIATION AND AER LINGUS
- DUSSELDORF – CROATIA AIRLINES AND EUROWINGS
- DUBAI – FLY DUBAI
- EDINBURGH – EASYJET AND JET2.COM
- FRANKFURT – CROATIA AIRLINES, LUFTHANSA AND CONDOR
- GENEVA – EASYJET
- GLASGOW – TUI AIRWAYS AND JET2.COM
- HAMBURG – EUROWINGS
- HANNOVER – EUROWINGS
- HELSINKI – NORWEGIAN AIR AND FINNAIR
- ISTANBUL – TURKISH AIRLINES
- LEEDS – JET2.COM
- LONDON GATWICK – EASYJET, NORWEGIAN AIR, TUI AIRWAYS, BRITISH AIRWAYS
- LUXEMBOURG – LUXAIR
DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM/TO DUBROVNIK

- Lyon - EasyJet and TUI Airlines Belgium
- Madrid - Norwegian Air and Iberia
- Manchester - TUI Airways, Thomas Cook Airlines and Jet2.com
- Marseille - Volotea
- Milano - Volotea and EasyJet
- Moscow - S7 Airlines
- Munich - Lufthansa, Croatia Airlines and Eurowings
- Nanates - TUI Airlines Belgium and Volotea
- Newcastle - TUI Airways and Jet2.com
- Nottingham - Jet2.com and TUI Airways
- Oslo - Norwegian Air Shuttle and SAS
- Paris - Air France, Croatia Airlines, Transavia and EasyJet
- Prague - Travel Service
- Riga - Aerbaltic
- Rome - Vueling Airlines, Croatia Airlines and Alitalia
- Rotterdam - Transavia
- Stavanger - Norwegian Air Shuttle
- Stockholm - Norwegian Air Shuttle and SAS
- Strasbourg - Volotea
- Stuttgart - Volotea
- Toulouse - Germania and EasyJet
- Venice - Volotea, Croatia Airlines and EasyJet
- Vienna - Austria Airlines
- Warsaw - LOT Polish Airlines
- Zurich - Croatia Airlines and Edelweiss Air
DIRECT FLIGHTS FROM/TO TIRANA

- **ATHENS** – AEGEAN AIRLINES
- **MILANO** – ERNEST S.P.A.
- **ROME** – ALITALIA
- **LONDON** – WIZZAIR
- **FIRENCE** – ALBAWINGS
- **VENICE** – ERNEST S.P.A.
- **FRANKFURT** – LUFTHANSA
- **LJUBLJANA** – ADRIA AIRWAYS
- **PIZA** – ERNEST S.P.A.
- **BELGRADE** – AIR SERBIA
- **BERGAME** – ERNEST S.P.A.
- **BRUSSELS** – JETAIRFLY
- **BOLOGNA** – ERNEST S.P.A.
- **MINICH** – ADRIA AIRWAYS
- **BARI** – ALBAWINGS
- **ISTANBUL** – TURKISH AIRLINES
- **SABIHA GOKCEN** – PEGASUS AIRLINES
The cities on the Montenegrin coast will definitely seduce you with their charm, diversity and the Mediterranean air. From Ulcinj (which used to be a pirate town but today represents a tourist haven), Bar (a town rich in historic monuments, with the new, modern city center, port, marina and hotels), Budva (which represents the tourist metropolis of Montenegro, covering the area from Buljarica, through Petrovac and St. Stefan, all the way to Jaz beach), through Tivat (a beautiful, calm town), Kotor (protected by UNESCO as part of the world cultural heritage), up to Herceg Novi (an irresistible tourist town, rich in greenery, flowers, stairs and beautiful historic structures), each town tells a story of its own. In each one of them you can find restaurants with home-made food and fish specialties, cafés with beautiful terraces and excellent cocktails, hotels with pleasant staff and unforgettable views of the sea.
“WILD BEAUTY” is the second name for Montenegro, which with 70% of its territory is covered by mountains.

Their average elevation is more than 2,000 m (about 250 peaks). The highest peak in Montenegro is Zla Kolata of the Prokletije with an altitude of 2534 m. One of the most famous peaks of Montenegro is Bobotov kuk on Mount Durmitor, which is located at an altitude of 2523 m. Peaking at 2534m, this is the roof of Montenegro, where profound massifs, otherworldly vistas and a picturesque smattering of old-school villages offer a literal and metaphorical breath of fresh air. The most unpredictable season in Montenegro is winter. Tourists can wear light coats on the shore, but in the North, the mountains can be covered by snow for some meters. Winter sports become popular in winter, such as downhill skiing and snowboarding. In Kolašin and Žabljak you can entirely enjoy these sports.
Montenegro Tourist Service is a renowned tourist agency from Montenegro, operating on the international market more than 10 years. We organize special tours and events: VIP tours for individuals and business people, yachting tours, weddings, conferences, etc.

We provide full, reliable and safe experience to our guests, with direct connections to hotels, restaurants and institutions in Montenegro and the region. Our partners trust us with filling their capacities during the peak or low season, and our guests appreciate our 24/7 commitment. Our staff, and the staff of our partners is at full disposal to our guests, to make their stay pleasant.

Our agency can offer you services, such as:

- TAILOR MADE TOURS
- MICE
- EXCURSIONS (IN MONTENEGRO AND ENVIRONMENTAL COUNTRIES: CROATIA, SERBIA, ALBANIA, SLOVENIA, BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA AND MACEDONIA)
- ACTIVE TOURISM IN MONTENEGRO
- LEISURE
- CULTURAL TOURISM (WINE TOURS, GASTRONOMY TOURS, MANIFESTATIONS, SHOPPING TOURS, UNESCO MONUMENTS VISIT)
- ECO TOURS
- FAMILY VACATION IN MONTENEGRO
- SENIOR TOURS
- SPECIAL EVENTS (BACHELOR VACATION, UNFORGETTABLE WEDDINGS, HONEY MOON TRIP)
- TRANSFERS
- RENT-A-CAR
- CHARTER
- ACCOMMODATION
- SPORT TOURISM
- FLIGHT BOOKING
... is our professionalism! With our help you can plan your vacation at any time, with or without a guide.

**WE CREATE YOUR TRAVEL IN THE NEXT WAY:**

- Give us information about what kind of vacation you prefer, when you want to go, what budget you have and what kind of transport do you like to travel? You can choose one of our already made proposal
- How do you like to spend time? Actively, or some kind of leisure program
- We are planning and consulting the trip with you (you can at any time modify it by contacting us)
- If you accept our program proposal, we make all formalities and prepare you for tailor made tour
- You will receive a full package from us: vouchers, insurance, airline tickets and a personalized guide
- We are on your disposal at any time!
Our team is ready to boost your employees’ team work and creativity. 

**We provide next services:**

**ACCOMODATION**

We can provide accommodation for you from the best luxury hotels with 5* to the cheapest business hotel on the coast and north of county to the local household.

**CONFERENCE MANAGEMENT**

Montenegro is modern country, where we have a possibility to provide best hotels and world class conference facilities

**AUDIO – VISUAL EQUIPEMENT AND TRANSLATION SERVICE**

We are on your disponible to organize the best audio-visual equipement and translation service on many world languages

**CATERING AND CREATIVE DECORATION**

It is yours to tell us what you want and what you need, it is ours to provide you with that
**MICE**

**PROMO MATERIAL**
For the purposes of your event, we are able to provide you with the promotional material necessary for your congress. You can send us all the necessary material in digital form, and we will ensure that your printed material is waiting for you.

**MEET SERVICE AT THE AIRPORT AND DEDICATE ON SITE STAFF**
From the moment you land at the airport, until the moment of your return, our organized team will follow you and will ensure that the whole program takes place as agreed.

**TRANSPORTATION**
We organize for you: airport transfer, rent-a-car, (mini)bus transfer on high touristic category.

**TEAM BUILDING AND EXCURSIONS PROGRAMS**
In our offer, you can find so many programs solutions, and excursions programs, that will satisfy wishes of every guest.
MTS travel agency can organize a lot of possibility for unique incentive programs: team buildings from 1h to one or more days programs, excursions, active programs from 1h to one or more days combined programs. We provide the programs that offer the opportunity to increase interactivity among your employees, encourage them to take positive energy and work together.
TEAM BUILDING
Explore Montenegro and get to know her beauty through day trips to the north of the country, as well as the central and southern region – „black mountains“, blue sea, green alpine meadows, breathtaking canyons, wild rivers and idyllic lakes.

Through our programs, we offer you the opportunity to get to know other countries: Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Albania, Macedonia...
BEST HOTELS

BAR AND ULCINJ AND OLIVE TOUR

DUBROVNIK

BUDVA AND SVETI STEFAN

KOTOR
BEST HOTELS

NATIONAL PARC LOVČEN AND CETINJE

NATIONAL PARC BIOGRADSKA GORA

NATIONAL PARC SKADAR LAKE

NATIONAL PARC DURMITOR
From Top Places that you must visit, over natural resources, religious and historical monuments, to entertainment, events you have to try some activities such as hiking, biking, rafting, paragliding, swimming, skiing, etc.

One thing is certain, you will easily find what interests you and what will make your holiday unforgettable. If you prefer active holiday, Montenegro is perfect place, because of very wide offer of tours that contain various types of activities. From adrenaline activities, to very nice hiking or biking tours. One is for sure, everyone can find proper entertainment in Montenegro.
FLY FISHING

DIVING

CANYONING

BIRD WATCHING
KITE SURFING

SKIING/SKI TOURING

SNOWSHOE HIKING

SNOWMOBILE TOURS
Montenegro is sparse small, but by its natural comparative advantages and the richness of cultural and historical sights is one of the most receptive tourist destinations. The history of this small country has left behind an invaluable treasure in numerous historic monuments throughout this proud country. The blue sea with endless beaches, restless waters of the clear rivers and beautiful mountain massifs, mixed with the spirit of the old times, have given Montenegro everything one needs for an unforgettable vacation. Montenegro is an ecological state. This fact grants it one of the primary posts on the tourist maps. Montenegrin towns are rich in architecture, from various periods that take the breath away and bring one back to the time when the structures were created. Through the numerous event and festivals, the tourist gets the opportunity to learn more about the traditions and customs of this country.

We invite you to discover hidden treasures, explore and enjoy all those small (and great) pleasures that Montenegro can offer you.
BEST HOTELS

WINE TOURS

GASTRONOMY TOURS

RELIGIOUS TOURS

MUSEUMS AND GALERIES
MTS travel agency can organize transfers from airport to hotel, and daily tours in Montenegro and other destination, with modern vehicles of high tourist category: buses, mini van, limousine, car. Also, we have our own rent-a-car service during all year.
MTS travel agency has excellent cooperation with all hotels in the territory of Montenegro and the environment, which can meet the highest standards of clientele from all over the world. We can provide accommodation for around 800 people in one hotel and provide the possibility of a high quality program with large congress centers with sophisticated equipment.
MTS travel agency has also a very good cooperation with restaurants in Montenegro, which are recognizable for high quality food, Mediterranean and local food. Taste some of the Mediterranean and local Montenegrin dishes, in restaurant of high category, or order meals at your own wish based on international cuisine.
Sport is today considered the world's largest global phenomenon, and tourism is the most extensive economic activity in the world. There is a growing trend in sports and health care, so the fact that a growing number of destinations are turning to the development of sports and sports creative tourism as one of the most important forms of selective tourism in the overall tourist offer. Montenegro as a destination with crystal clear sea, unspoilt nature and Mediterranean climate is perfect for maintaining sporting events. Sports tourism appears in various forms, such as: competitive sports tourism, winter sports recreational tourism, summer sports recreational tourism, accommodation.

Sports facilities and sports and recreational activities as additional contents of the tourist offer in Montenegro find the way in its overall tourist offer. Agency Montenegro Tourist Service offers you the possibility of renting hotels, sports facilities, transfers and all the additional services you need to deal with football, basketball, volleyball, tennis, skiing, various martial arts, etc. As rarely, in such a small area, you can find so much natural wealth, beauty, gentle beaches, clear lakes, fast rivers and beautiful mountains. Montenegro offers quality training centers, a wide range of accommodation, excellent climatic conditions, as well as good medical care.